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Filippo Aschieri received his Ph.D. in 2007 from Catholic University of Milano. Mme professor Anne
Andronikof, Université Ouest, Nanterre, Paris was his international supervisor. Since 2009 he has worked
together with Stephen Finn, University of Texas, Austin, who developed the Therapeutic Assessment (TA)
method.
Filippo has presented the workshop as follows:
Therapeutic Assessment (TA, Finn, 2007) is a brief therapeutic intervention based on the integration of testing
and therapeutic techniques. Tests are used to gauge insights on the psychological and personality functioning
of clients, therapeutic techniques include common factors (such as collaborative communication, active
listening, mirroring, etc) combined with specific interventions developed by TA (such as the collection of
assessment questions, the use of extended inquiries, the use of assessment interventions, the ordering of
information in the summary and discussion session). TA promotes clients’ change based on the accurate
understanding of the sources of their problems.
The 2-days workshop is sponsored by Therapeutic Assessment Institute (www.therapeutic assessment.com).
It is an introductory training in TA of adults, and will follow this schedule:
Day 1
Therapeutic Assessment: theories, steps & research findings
The collection of assessment questions (theory and video)
The administration of standardized measures: a focus on the extended inquiry with Rorschach and projective
measures (theory, videos, exercises)
Discussion

Day 2
The assessment intervention session: a focus on the Rorschach and projective measures (theory and video)
Planning intervention sessions with the Rorschach and projective measures (exercises)
Discussing assessment findings with clients (theory and video)
Questions and feedbacks
Language: easily understandable English.

The workshop will take place at Hotel Comwell, Karensmindevej 3, 5500 Middelfart, Denmark.
April 23rd : 10.00-17.00
April 24th : 09.00-16.00
Course fee for members of a national society is 3.800 DKK, non-members 4.300 DKK. Included in the fee is
morning coffee, lunch and refreshments during the days.
Registration is done by paying the course fee to the Bank account of the Society in Danish Bank, BIC/Swiftaddress: DABADKKK, IBAN account: DK7530000011879489, with information of Name, email address and
Society membership, and marked: ‘Aschieri 2020’.
Deadline for registration: March 22nd, 2020.
Hotel Comwell is offering discounted rates on their rooms during the workshop if you book by 20th March
2020- To take advantage of this special offer, please send your e-mail to hotel.middelfart@comwell.dk and
quote ‘RORSCHACH’.
You can also make reservation for a Menu or an á là carte dinner if you would like to participate in the
workshop dinner on April the 23rd 2020.
For further information, contact: Kim Gabriel Hansen, President of The Danish Rorschach Society, e-mail:
kontakt@kimgh.dk .

